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The way the internet was used in the early 1990s and the way it is used in the 21st
century has changed. While in the early years the internet was used to satisfy basic
socialization needs such as communication, today there is almost no activity that cannot
be done on the internet. Social activities such as photo sharing, video calling and
shopping are just some of the results of this change. In this context, Instagram, one of the
applications with the most users worldwide, stands out. Originally, Instagram, launched in
2011 with limited functions, was intended as an alternative to Facebook. Instagram,
which focuses more on visuality, kept offering its users new features thanks to
technological development. While at the beginning it only offered basic socialization
elements such as photo sharing, today it offers the ability to make video calls, live
broadcasts and earn money – a phenomenon that has shaped this work. Instagram,
which allows Influencers to collaborate with global companies, has managed to create a
profession in the 21st century. This study aims to determine whether Gen Z is influenced
by these Influencers, by evaluating them in the light of various socio-cultural and socio-
economic factors.
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